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REt·liARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D. l\10NTANA) 
at the 
NATIONAL SHOE FAIRS OF AJ\.1ERICA. 
AHERICANA HOTEL, NEW YORI<: 
:tv'!onday, April 1, 1968 
8:00 a. m . 
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THE PRESIDENT'S DECIS:(ON NOT TO 
SEEK REELECTION 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President-
! shall not seek and will not accept the 
nomination of my party for another tenn 
as your President. 
T h us spoke the President of the United 
States last evening, in a most historic 
address to the American people and to 
the world. I have been interested in the 
reaction to that speech, and am some-
what disturbed at the different interpre-
tations given, especially by those who 
seem to raise questions, once again, about 
the credibility of the President, and who 
put their own interpretation on what he 
has to say. 
I am quite certain that the President 
was honest, candid, ar.d forthright, and 
that he meant what he said. I am quite 
certain that he searched his own soul 
before he made that historic declaration. 
I believe every word he said, and I think 
the Members of the Senate, unanimous-
ly, do as well. 
There has been some talk by a candi-
date of the other party which seems to 
indicate- that he considers this "the year 
of the dropout." I do not like that term, 
because I think it denigrates the posi-
tion taken by the President of the United 
States last night. The President laid be-
fore the people once again the fact that 
he stood by the San Antonio formula, as 
refined, and I think I can state without 
fear of opposition that at no time has 
he dropped his efforts to bring about, 1f 
possible, a way to the negotiating table. 
Something on the order of 30 public 
attempts ha'le been made, and in excess 
of 100 unpu')Jicized attempts have been 
made. 
I approve thoroughly the call issued by 
the President to both the United King-
dom and the Soviet Union that the Ge-
neva Conference be once again brought 
into existence. I disagree completely and 
emphatically with the statement In Mos-
cow Lhis morning which calls this speech 
by the President a "maneuver." 
I do not know what those people have 
to know to be aware of what the truth 
is when it is uttered. The Russians are 
very good at talking peace. They are 
very good at talking about stopping the 
bombing as a prelude to peace. But when 
the time comes to put action where their 
words are, they can always find an ex-
cuse. 
Who has been holding up the recon-
vening of the Geneva Conference for 3 
years? The Soviet Union. 
Who has been preaching peace for the 
past 3 Y2 years? The Soviet Union. 
Who has said that if the bombing is 
stopped, there is a good possibility that 
negotiations will get Wlderway? The So-
viet Union, from the lips of her lea ders. 
Who has been blocking the U.N. res-
olution, passed by this body unanimous-
ly, in the Security Council? The Soviet 
Union. 
What do Liley mea n? Do words have 
no significa1 tce for them? Are they the 
only ones who speak the truth? Are they 
interested in peace in Southeast Asia and 
throughout the world, or are they not? 
To repeat, I thlnk it is about time that 
they put their actions where their words 
are, and I thlnk that time is long over-
due. 
I am also in full accord with the state-
ment made by the President that he had 
ordered, as of 9 o'clock last night, a stop 
to the bombing of North Vietnam except 
for that area above the DMZ. And even 
there I am in accord with him, although 
I would like eventually to see all bomb-
ing stopped as far as the north is con-
cerned-negotiations or no negotiations. 
And I am in accord with him on that 
because of the fact that we have men 
concentrated in Khesanh. Conthien, 
Camp Carroll, and other areas along the 
DMZ. Those men are entitled to all the 
protection, air and otherwise, that they 
can get, because those men are there, not 
because they made the policy, but be-
cause under the Constitution they are 
obligated to can-y out the policy laid 
down in Washington. 
I pay my respects to the distinguished 
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. CooPER], 
who I know has been in the forefront in 
seeking to bring about a consolidation 
and concentration of the war to South . 
Vietnam and a cessation of the bombing 
of North Vietnam, always with the pro-
viso that as far as American soldiers, 
Marines, and others along the DMZ are 
concerned they should be given full aerial 
protection. 
The President also said last night that 
the increase in U.S. forces will not be the 
206,000 which has been mentioned from 
time to time, but on the order of 13,000, 
and those only in the form of support 
troops to take care of the elements of the 
82d Airborne Division and the Marines 
sent from the west coast several weeks 
ago as a result of the Tet offensive. That 
is understandable. That very likely is 
necessary. And even that increment will 
keep the overall figure w1der the 525,000 
limitation set for mid-1968. 
The President also emphasized, this 
time more strongly than ever-and I ap-
prove completely-that the South Viet-
namese should become more active in 
this war and assume more of the primary 
responsibility, and also that they should 
start talking with other South Vietnam-
ese. And, to my way of thinking, that 
means the Vietcong, because I do not 
care what one says or how one looks at 
it, this is basically a civil war and most 
of the opponents of the allied forces in 
South Vietnam are South Vietnamese. So, 
we cannot gloss over that fact, because 
that is just what it is-a fact . And if 
there is to be a solution of South Viet-
nam, then I think it is high time that 
Saigon which, at the present time, is run 
by two North Vietnamese--President 
Thieu and Vice President Ky- get to-
gether with the NLF, the political arm 
of the Vietcong, and that the South Viet-
namese themselves not only increase 
their strength from Saigon with which 
to can-y on the fighting, which is their 
responsibility, as the PTesident i.n.dicatcd, 
but also seek to achieve a diplomatic set-
tlement among the South Vietnamese 
themselves. 
In that respect, I express the hope 
that the present Saigon government will 
seek to broaden the areas of its re-
sponsibility, and its personnel; and to 
that extent, I also hope that it would 
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include a coalition composed of the Cao 
Dai, the Hoa Hao, the Montagnards, the 
Buddhists, the Catholics, and all other 
groups, so that that additional strength 
and assistance will be added to its gov-
ment as well. 
Mr. President, I thoroughly approve 
also, in addition to the warning given 
to South Vietnam--a warning long over-
due--to get together with all South Viet-
namese, of the statement made by the 
President of the United States that on 
the basis of the Geneva Conference, we 
were prepared to withdraw as the North 
Vietnamese withdrew. However, may I 
say also that the President said at Ma-
nila that we would withdraw our forces 
from South Vietnam 6 months after 
peace was achieved. 
We have no desire to hold bases 
that we built at Danang, Cam Ranh Bay, 
or elsewhere. SouLh Vietnam, in my 
opinion, is not vital to the security of 
the United S .;ates. And I would hope 
and expect, and I know, that the words 
uttered by the President at Manila after 
that oonference would still hold true 
and that if peace is achieved, we will do 
our best to get out of that area lock, 
stock, and .barrel at the earliest oppor-
tunity. 
I believe the President, in his speech, 
followed that old precept which he gave 
to us so often while he was the majority 
leader of the Senate-the precept from 
Isaiah in the Bible "Come now and let us 
reason together." 
Yes, he has reasoned with his advisers, 
with himself, and he has reasoned with 
some Members of the Senate, both those 
who were for his policy in Vietnam and 
those who were against it. And he has 
done it on many occasions which were 
unpublicized. He has paid heed to what 
some of us had to say, and he has done 
his best in line with his responsibility 
to find a way to the negotiating table. 
I express the hope that the principle 
uttered by the President on yesterday 
would not only be heard by Brezhnev 
and Kosygin, so that they would lend 
their efforts and their leadership to bring 
al>out a reconvening of the Geneva Con-
ferenc-because, after all, the U.S.S.R. 
is one of the two cochairmen-but that 
Ho Chi Minh will read the speech and 
take it at face value. 
I would hope that all of them and all 
of us would understand that the Presi-
dent indeed made a great sacrifice on 
yesterday when he announced that he 
would not be a candidate for reelection. 
I hope there will be no question raised 
in this country al>out the credibility of 
Lyndon B. Johnson in this or any other 
respect. Oh, I know of the rumors and 
speculations that have gone around. But 
I wonder how many people took the time 
and the effort to really find out just how 
vag~e .. and misleading this supposed 
credibillty gap was. To the best of my 
knowledge, the President at no time has 
ever knowingly misstated the truth to 
the American people. It is true that he 
has said something on one day, and per-
haps something quite different occurred 
a week later. But on the basis of the facts 
which the President had at his disposal 
at the time he made that stl!-tcment, or 
those statements, he was telling the 
Ame1ican people the truth. 
So, I hope, Mr. President, that we rec-
ognize that not only has the President 
searched his soul, but that a lot of us 
have also searchec". our soles, and so have 
the American people. 
It is my belief that because of what 
occurred last night, there will be better 
understanding and greater tolerance on 
the part of all o( us. 
I hope the personal attacks, the plac-
ards that carry scurrilous sayings, the 
invidious comparisons, and the lack of 
dignity would be done away with; and I 
would hope that, regardless of the feel-
ings of any of us insofar as Vietnam or 
any other matler is concerned, we would 
treat the one who happens to occupy the 
office of the Pn·sidency with the dignity, 
the courtesy, and the respect which is 
his due. 
Mr. Presiden~. I ask unanimous con-
sent to have printed in the RECORD at 
this point a transcript of the President's 
address on the Vietnam war and his 
political plans, which appeared in the 
New York Times of Ap1il 1, 1968. 
There being no objection, the tran-
script was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
TRANSCRIPT OF THE PRESIDENT'S AnDRESS ON 
THE VIETNAM WAR AND HIS POLITICAL PLANS 
Good evening, my fellow Americans. 
Tonight I want to speak to you of peace In 
VIetnam and Southeast Asia. 
No other question so preoccupies our peo-
ple. No other dream so absorbs the 250 mil-
lion hUlnan beings who live in that part of 
the world. No other goal motivates American 
policy In Southeast Asia. 
For ytoars, representatives of our Govern-
ment and others have traveled the world 
seeking to find a basis for peace talks. 
Since last September they have carried the 
offer that I made public at San Antonio. And 
that offer was this: 
That the United States would stop Its bom-
bardment of North VIetnam when that would 
lead promptly to productive discussions-and 
that we would assume that North VIetnam 
would not take military advantage of our 
restraint. 
Hanoi denounced this offer, both privately 
and publicly. Even while the search for peace 
was gomg on, North VIetnam rushed their 
preparations for a savage assault on the 
people, the Government and the allies of 
South VIetnam. 
Their attack-during the Tet holidays-
failed to achieve Its principal objectives. 
It did not collapse the elected Government 
of South VIetnam or shatter its army-as the 
Comrnunlsts had !lOped. It did not produce 
a "general uprising" among the peoples of 
the cities, as they had predicted. 
The Communists were unable to maintain 
control of any of the more than 30 cities 
that they attacked, and they took very heavy 
casualties. 
But they did compel the South VIetnamese 
and their allies to move certain forces from 
the countryside Into the cities. 
They caused widespread disruption and 
suffering. Their attacks, and the battles that 
followed. made refugees of half a million 
human beings. 
NEW ASSAULT FOP.ESEEN 
The Communlsts may renew their at tack 
any day. They are, It appears, trying to make 
1968 the yea.r o! decision In South Vietnam-
the year that brings, If not finn! vlcoory or 
clcf<'at, at least " turning point In the 
struggle. 
This n1uch Is clcnr: H they do mount an-
other round of heavy attacks, they will not 
succeed in destroying the fighting power of 
South VIetnam and Its allies. 
But tragically, this IB also clear: Many 
men--on both sides of the struggle--will be 
lost. A nation that has already suffered 20 
years of warfare will suffer once again. Annles 
on bOth sides will take new casual ties. And 
the war will go on. 
There is no need for thiB to be so. There 
Is no need to delay the talks that could bring 
an end to this long and this bloody war. 
Tonight, I renew the offer I made last Aug-
ust: to stop the bombardment of North VIet-
nam. We ask that talks begin promp1;1y. that 
they be serious talks on the substance of 
peace. We assume that during those talks 
Hanoi will not take advantage of our re-
straint. 
We are prepared to move Immediately to-
ward peace through negotiations. So tonight, 
In the hope that this action will lead to early 
talks, I am taking the first step to de-esca-
late the conflict. We are reducing-substan-
tially reducing-the present level of hostili-
ties, and we are doing so unllaterally and at 
once. 
Tonight I have ordered our aircraft and 
our naval vessels to mil.ke no attacks on 
North VIetnam except In the area north or 
the demilitarized zone where the continuing 
enemy bulld-up directly threatens allied 
forward positions and where the movement 
of their troops and supplies are clearly re-
lated to that threat. 
The area in which we· are stopping our 
attacks Includes almost 90 per cent 6f North 
VIetnam's population, and most of Its ter-
ritory. T11us there will be no attacks around 
the principal populated areas, or In the food-
producing areas of North VIetnam. 
FULL HALT POSSIBLE LATER 
Even this very limited bombing of the 
North could come to an early end-1! our 
restraint Is matched by restraint in Hanoi. 
But I cannot In good conscience stop all 
bombing so long as to do so would Immedi-
ately and directly endanger the lives of our 
men nd our alles. Whether a complete bomb-
Ing halt becomes possible In the future will 
be determined by events. 
OUr ptu-pose In this action Is to bring 
about a reduction In the level of violence 
that now exists. It Is to save the lives of 
brave men-and to save the lives of Innocent 
women and children. It Is to permit the con-
tending forces to move closer to a political 
settlement. 
And tonight I call, upon the United King-
dom and I call upon the Soviet Union-as co-
chairmen of the Geneva conferences and as 
permanent members of the United Nations 
Security Council-to do all they can to move 
from the unilateral act of de-escalation that 
I have just announced toward genuine peace 
In Southeast Asia. 
Now, as in the past, the United States is 
ready t;o send Its representatives to any 
forum, at any time, to discuss the means of 
bringing this ugly war to an end. 
I am designating one of our most distin-
guished Americans, Ambassador Averell Har-
riman, as my personal representative !or such 
talks. In addition, I have asked Ambassador 
Llewellyn Thompson, who returned from 
Moocow for consultation, to be available to 
join Ambassador Harriman at Geneva or any 
other suitable place-just as soon as Hanoi 
agrees to a conference. 
I call upon President Ho Chi Minh to re-
spond positively, and favorably, to this new 
step toward peace. 
But If peace does not come now through 
negotiations. It will come when Hanoi under-
stands that our common resolve Is unshak-
able, and our common strength Is Invincible. 
Tonight, we and the other nllled naUons 
are contributing 600,000 fighting men to as-
sist 700,000 South VIetnamese troops In de-
fending their little country. 
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Our presence there has always rested on 
this basic belief: The main burden of pre-
Fenlng their freedom must be carried out by 
thcm-bv the South VIetnamese themselves. 
We ancl our allies can only help to provide 
n. shield behind which the people of South 
Vietnam can survive and can grow and de-
·:elop. On their efforts--on their determina-
tions and resourcefulness-the outcome wlll 
ultimately depend. 
That small. beleaguered nation has suffered 
terrible punishment for more than 20 years. 
I pay tribute once again tonight to the 
great courage and the endurance of Its peo-
ple. South VIetnam supports armed forces 
tonight or almost 700,000 men, and I call 
your attention to t.he !act that that Is the 
equivalent of more than 10 mllllon in our 
own populat.lon Its people maintain their 
firm determlnn.tlon to be free of domination 
by the North. 
There has been substantial progress, I 
think, in building a durable government dur-
ing these last three years. The South Viet-
nam of 1965 could not have survived the 
enemy's Tet offensive of 19158. The elected 
Government of South Vietnam survived that 
attack-and Is rapidly repairing the devasta-
tion that it wrought. 
FURTHER TASKS FOR SAIGON 
The Sout1 VIetnamese know that further 
efforts are going to be required to expand 
'their own •rmed forces; to move back Into 
tne countryrlde as quickly as possible; to In-
crease their taxes; to select the very best men 
they have for clvll and mllltary responslbll-
ity; to achieve a new unity within their con-
stitutional government, and to Include in the 
national effort all those groups who wish to 
vreserve South VIetnam's control over Its own 
dest!ny. 
r .aat week President Thleu ordered the mo-
blllzatlon of 135,000 additional South VIet-
namese. He plans to reach as soon as pos-
sible a total military strength of more than 
800,000 men. 
To achieve this, the Government of South 
Vietnam started the drafting of 19-year-olds 
on M(trch 1. On May 1, the Government wlll 
begin the drafting of 18-year-olds. 
Last month, 10,000 men volunteered for 
mllltary service. That was two and a half 
times the number of volunteers during the 
same month last year. Since the middle of 
January, more than 48,000 South VIetnamese 
have joined the armed forces, and nearly half 
of them volunteered to do so. 
All men In the South VIetnamese armed 
forces have had their tours of duty extended 
for the duration of the war, and reserves are 
now being called up for Immediate active 
duty. 
President Thieu told his people last week, 
and I quote: 
"We must make greater efforts, we must 
accept more sacrifices, because as I have said 
many times, this is our country. The exist-
ence of our nation Is at stake, and this Is 
mainly a VIetnamese responslbll1ty." 
He warned his people that a major national 
effort Is required to root out corruption and 
incompetence at all levels of government. 
We applaud this evidence of determination 
on the part of South VIetnam. Our first pri-
ority will be to support their effort. 
We shall accelerate the re-equlpment of 
South VIetnam's armed forces In order to 
meet the enemy's Increased firepower. And 
this w111 enable them progressively to under-
take a large share of combat operations 
against the Communist Invaders. 
BUILDUP IN U.S. FORCES 
On many occasions I have told the Ameri-
can people that we would send to VIetnam 
those forces that are required to accomplish 
our mission there. So with that as our guide 
we have previously authorized a force level 
of approximately 525,000. 
Some weeks ago to help meet the enemy's 
new offensive we sent to Vietnam about 
11,000 addl&lonal Marine and airborne troops. 
They were deployed by air In 48 hours on an 
emergency basis. But the artillery and the 
tank and the aircraft and medical and othet 
unlts that were needed to work with an£ 
support these infantry troops In combat 
could not then accompany them by air on 
that short notice. 
In order that these forces may reach maxi-
mum combat effectiveness, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff have recommended to me that we 
should prepare to send during the next five 
months the supP.Ort troops totaling approxi-
mately 13,500 men. 
A portion of these men wlll be made avall-
able from our active forces. The balance wlll 
come from reserve component units, which 
wlll be called up for service. 
The actions that we have taken since the 
beginning or"the year to re-equip the South 
Vietnamese forces; to meet our responslbll-
1 ties In Korea, as well as our responslbllitles 
In Vietnam; to meet price Increases and t11e 
cost of activating and deploying these re-
serve forces; to replace helioopters and pro-
vide the other mill tary supplies we need, all 
of these actions are going to require addi-
tional expenditures. 
The tentative estimate of those additional 
expenditures Is $2.5-bllllon In this fiscal year 
and $2.6-bllllon In the next fiscal year. 
These projected Increases in expenditures 
for our national security will bring Into 
. sharper focus the nation's need for trnmedl-
ate action, action to protect the prosperity of 
the American people and to protect the 
strength and the stablllty of our American 
dollar. 
On many occasions I have pointed out 
that without a tax bill or decreased expendi-
tures, next year's deficit would again be 
around $20-b!Jllon. I have emphasized the 
need to set strict priorities In our spending. 
I have stressed that fll.llure to act--and to act 
promptly and decisively-would raise very 
strong doubts throughout the world about 
America's willingness to keep its financial 
house In order. 
Yet Congress has not acted. And tonight 
we face the sharpest financial threat In the 
postwar erar---a threat to the dollar's role as 
the keystone of lntern11tiona1 trade and 
finance in the world. 
Last week, at the monetary conference In 
Stockholm, the majar Industrial countries 
decided to take a big step toward creating a 
new International monetary a.<JSet that will 
strengthen the international monetary 
system. 
And I'm very proud of the very able work 
done by Secretary Fowler and Chairman 
Martin of the Federal Reserve Board. 
But to make this system work, the United 
States jUst must bring Its balance of pay-
ments to--or very close to----<:qulllbrium. We 
must have a responsible fiscal pollcy In this 
country. 
TAX BILL IS URGENT 
The passage of a tax bill now, together 
with expenditUl'e control that the Congress 
may desire and dictate, Is absolutely neces-
sary to protect this nation's security and to 
continue our prosperity, and to meet the 
needs of our peo~le. 
Now, what Is at stake Is seven years of 
unparalleled p:·osperlty. In those seven years, 
the real lncor.te or the average All'\erlcan, 
after taxes, rose by almost 30 per Qent---a 
gain as large as that of the entire preceding 
19 years. 
So the steps that we must take to con-
vince the world are exactly the steps that we 
must take to sustain our own economic 
strength here at home. In the past eight 
months, prices and Interest rates have risen 
because of our Inaction. 
We must therefore now do everything we 
can to move from debn.te to action, from 
talking to voting, and there Is, I belleve-I 
hope there ls- ln both Houses of the Con-
gress a growing sense of urgency that this 
sltun.tlon just must be acted upon and must 
be corrected. 
My budget In January, we thought, was a 
tight one. It fully reflected our evaluation 
of most of the demanding needs of this 
nation. 
But in these budgetary matters, the Presi-
dent does not decide alone. The Congress has 
the power, and the duty, to determme ap-
propriations and taxes. 
The Congress Is now considering our pro-
posals, and they are considering reductions 
In the budget tl1at we submitted. 
As part of a program of fiscal restraint 
that includes the tax surcharge, I shall ap-
prove appropriate reductions In the January 
budget when and If Congress so decides that 
that should be done. 
One thing is unmistakably clear, how-
ever. Our deficit just must be reduced. 
Failure to act could bring on conditions that 
would strike hardest at those people that all 
of us are trying so hard to help. 
A PLEA TO CONGRESS 
So these times call for prudence In this 
land of plenty. And I believe that we have 
the character to provide It, and tonight I 
plead with the Congress and with the people 
to act promptly to serve the national Inter-
est and thereby serve all of our people. 
Now let me give you my estimate or the 
chances for peace-the peace that will one 
day stop the bloodshed In South VIetnam. 
That wlll-all the Vietnamese people wlll be 
permitted to rebuild and develop their land. 
That wlll permit us to turn more fully to our 
own tasks here at home. 
I cannot promise that the lnitlatlve that 
I have announced tonight wlll be completely 
successful in achieving peace any more than 
the 30 others that we have undertaken and 
agreed to In recent years. 
But It Is our fervent hope that North Viet-
nam, after years of fighting that has left the 
Issue unresolved, wlll now cease Its efforts to 
achieve a military victory and will join with 
us In moving toward the peace table. 
And there may come a time when South 
Vietnamese--on both sides--are able to work 
out a way to settle their own differences by 
free political choice rather than by war. 
As Hanoi considers Its course, It shoUld 
be in no doubt of our Intentions. It must not 
miscalculate "the pressures within our democ-
racy In this election year. We have no Inten-
tion of widening this war. But the United 
States will never accept a fake solution to 
this long and arduous struggle and call it 
peace. 
No one can foretell the precise terms of an 
eventual settlement. 
Our objective In South Vietnam has never 
been the annlhllatlon of the enemy. It has 
been to bring about a recognition In Hanoi 
that Its objective-taking over the South by 
force---<JOUld not be achieved. 
We think that peace can be based on the 
Geneva accords of 1954, under political con-
ditions that permit the South VIetnamese-
all the South Vietnamese-to chart their 
course free of any outside domination or In-
terferences, from us or from anyone els~. 
MAN~ PLEDGE REAFFIRMED 
So tonight I real:llrm the pledge that we 
made at Manila: that we are prepared to 
withdraw our forces from South VIetnam as 
the other side withdraws Its forces to the 
North, stops the infiltration, and the level 
of violence thus subsides. 
Our goal of peace and sel!-determlnatlon 
ln VIetnam Is directly related to the future 
of all of Southeast Asia, where much has hap-
pened to Inspire confidence during the past 
10 years. And we have done all that we knew 
how to do to contribute and to help build 
that conlldencc. 
A number of nations have shown what can 
be accomplished under conditions of secu-
rity. Since 1066, Indonesia, the fifth largest 
nation In all the world, with a. population of 
more than 100 million people, has had a gov-
ernment that's dedicated to peace with its 
neighbors and Improved conditions for Its 
own people. 
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Polltical and economic cooperation be-
tween nations has grown rapidly. 
And I think every American can take a 
great deal of pride in the role that we 
have played in bringing thls abowt in 
Southenst Asia. We can rightly Judge--as 
responsible Southeast Asla.ns themselves do--
that the progress of the past three years 
would have been far less likely, if not com-
pletely impossible, if America's sons and 
others had not made their stand in Vietnam. 
At John Hopkins University about three 
years ago, I announced that the Urulted States 
would take part ill the great work of develop-
ing Southeoot Asia.. including the Mekong 
valley. for all the people of that region. Our 
determinatiun to help build a better Iand-
a. better land for men on both sides of the 
present conflict-has not diminished in the 
least. Indeed, the ravages of war, I think, 
ha\e mn<.le it more urgent than ever. 
So I rep£'"-' on behalf of the United States 
ugain tonight" ha.t I said at Johns Hopkins--
that North Vietnam could take its place in 
1.hls common elfort just as soon as peace 
comes. 
Over time, a wider framework of peace a.nd 
security In Southeast Asia. may become poo-
sible. The new cooperation of the nations o! 
the area could be a. foundation stone. Cer-
tnlnJy frlendshlp with the nations of such a 
Southeast A.ta is what the United States 
ooeks-and that Is all that the United States 
se.:l<s. 
One day, •ny fellow citizens, there will be 
~ • ..ce in SCut.heast Asia: It will come be-
cause the people of Southea!;t Asia want it--
those whose annlcs are at war tonight; those 
who, though threatened, have trus ra.r been 
sp;ued. 
Peace will come because Asians were wiJIIng 
to work for it and to sacrifice for It--and to 
die by tho thousands for lt. 
nut Jot it never be forgotten: peace will 
come also because America sent her sons to 
help secure it. 
It ha& not been rosy-!a.r from it. During 
tho past four and a h.'ll.f years, it has been 
mv fate and my responslbUity to be Com-
mander in Chief. I have lived daily and 
nigh•Jy with tho cost or this wn.r. I know 
the pam that It has inflicted. I know perhaps 
b<>t<•r tlum anyone the misgivings it has 
aroused. 
VITAL TO EVERY AMERICAN 
And throughout this entire long period I 
ha.ve been sustalned by a single pr1nclple: 
that what we are doing now in VIetnam 1s 
vital not oniy to the security of Southeast 
Asia but it is vital to the security or every 
American. 
Surely, we have treaties which we must 
respect. Surely, we have commitments that 
we are going to keep. Resolutions of the Con-
gress testify to the need to resist aggression 
In the world and in Southeast Asia. 
But the heart of our involvement in Soutn 
VIetnam under three different Presldcn ts, 
three separate Administrations, has always 
been America's own security. 
And the larger purpose of our involvement 
has always been to help the nations of South-
east Asia become Independent, and stand 
alone self-sustaining as members of a great 
world community, at peace with themselves, 
at peace with all others. And with such a 
nation our country-and the world--will be 
far more secure than it Is tonight. 
I believe that a peaceful Asia Is far nearer 
to reality 'lecause of what America has done 
In Vietnam. I believe that the men who en-
dure the da,ngers of battle there, tlgh tlng 
there for us tonight, are helping the entire 
world avoid far greater conflicts, far wider 
wars, far more destruction, than this one. 
The peace that will bring them home 
someday will come. Tonight, I have offered 
the first In what I hope will be a series of 
mutual moves toward peace. 
I pray that lt will not be rejecter! by the 
leaders of North Vietnam. I pray that they 
will accept it as a means by which the sacri-
fices of their own people may be ended. And 
I ask your help and your support, my fellow 
citizens, for this effort to reach across the 
ba.ttl .. eld toward an early peace. 
Yet, I believe that we must always be mind-
ful of this one thing-whatever the trials 
and the tests ahead, the ultimate strength of 
our country and our cause will lie, not in 
powerful weapons or infinite resources or 
boundless wealth, but will lie in the unity 
of our people. 
Finally, my fellow Americana, let me say 
this: 
or those to whom much is given much Is 
asked. I cannot say-and no man could 
say-that no more \v11l be asked of us. Yet I 
believe that now, no less than when the dec-
ade began, this generation of Americans is 
wllllng to pay the price, boar any burden, 
meet any hardship, support any friend, op-
pose any foe, to assure the survival, and the 
success, of liberty. 
Since those words were spoken by Johrl F. 
Kennedy, the people of America have kept 
that compact with mankind'R noblest cause. 
And we shall continue to keep it. 
ORDER OF LOYALTIES LISTED 
Thls I believe very deeply. TI1roughout my 
entire public career I have followed the per-
sonal philosophy that I am a free ma.n, an 
American, a public servant and a member 
of my party-in that order-always a.nd 
only. 
For 37 years in the service of our nation, 
first as a Congressman, as a Senator and as 
Vice Prooldent, and now as your President, 
I have put the unity of the people first, I 
have put it ahead of any divisive partisan-
ship. And in these times. a.s in times before, 
it Is true that a house divided against itself 
by the spirit of faction, of party, of region, 
of religion, of race, is a bouse that cannot 
stand. 
There Is division in the American house 
now. There Is divisiveness among us aiJ to-
night. And holding the trust that is mine, 
as President of aiJ the people, I cannot dis-
regard the peril of the progress of the Ameri-
can people and the hope and the prospect 
of peace for all peoples, so I would ask aiJ 
Americans whatever their personal interest 
or concern to guard against divisiveness and 
all of its ugly consequences. 
Fifty-two months and ten days ago, In a 
moment of tragedy and trauma, the duties 
of this office fell upon me. 
I asked then for your help, and God's, that 
we might continue America on it2! course 
binding up our wounds, healing our history, 
moving forward In new unity to clear the 
American agenda and to keep the American 
commitment for all of our people. 
United we have kept that commitment. 
And united we have enlarged that commit-
ment. And through aiJ time to come I think 
America w111 be a stronger nation, a more 
just society, a land of greater opportunity 
a.nd fnl!illment because of what we have all 
done t01~cther In these years or unparaiJeled 
achievement. 
LIFE OF FflEEOOM 
Our reward w111 come in the life of freedom 
and peace and hope that our children will 
enjoy through ages ahead. 
What we won when aiJ of our people united 
just must not now be lost in suspicion and 
distrust and selfishness and poll tics among 
any of our people, and believing this as I 
do I have concluded that: I should not per-
mit the Presidency to l>ecome involved in 
the partisan dlvlslous t.1at are developing 
In this political ye•n. 
With American sons In the fields far away, 
with America's future under challenge right 
here at home, with our hopes "nd the world's 
hopes for peace in the balance every day, 
I do not believe thnt I should devote an hour 
or a day of my time to any personfll pnrtlsnn 
causes or to any duties other than the awe-
some duties of this office--the Presidency of 
your country. 
Accordingly, I shaiJ not seek, and I will 
not accept, the nomination of my party !or 
another term as your President. But let men 
everywhere know, however, that a strong and 
a confident and a vigilant America stands 
ready tonight to seek a.n honorable peace; 
and stands ready tonight to defend an hon-
ored cause, whatever the price, whatever the 
burden, whatever the sacrifice that duty may 
require. 
Thank you fer listening. Good night and 
God bless all of you. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, under 
the Johnson administrat1on our Nation 
has moved to correct social injustice, re-
sist aggression abroad, and build a better 
America and a better world on a scale 
unprecedented in our history. 
It has been the lot of the President to 
bear the criticism and even the personal 
abuse that befalls one who must take 
the responsibility for far-reaching and 
difficult decisions. 
The remaining months of the Johnson 
administration will span a cr1tica.l and 
dangerous period in our history. The 
President must have had great conce<rn 
that whatever moves he must make dur-
ing this period would be subject to parti-
san and political question and discord if 
he were a candidate. By denying him-
self renomiiUJ.tion and reelection, the 
President has taken the most convinc-
ing step possible to prove that he is 
guided by no motive other than what is 
best for our country. 
President Johnson has acted in the 
finest spirit of service and devotion to 
the duties of the President. He has acted 
as a great President, with sincerity and 
with determination, to achieve world 
peace, protect the vital interests of the 
United States, and secure domestic tran-
quillity. In these efforts he must have the 
support of all Ame1icans. 
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I should 
like to respond to both our majority 
leader and the able Senator from Wash-
ington, on the other side of the aisle, in 
indicating that it Is my deep and sincere 
feeling that the President's decision, 
which we all know was an exceedingly 
difficult decision for a man who has 
served his country for so long, was a wise 
decision, a realistic decision, and a gen-
erous decision, one that was based solely 
on his belief as to what was best for the 
United States of America. 
I also believe that this decision will en-
able those factions which have been 
working to divide America to begin now 
the momentous job of uniting this coun-
try once again. 
I was gratified by the President's initi-
ative in reducing the bombing, and I hope 
it will move us toward a negotiated 
settlement of the war. 
I also belleve very deeply that the Re-
publican Party, as it deliberates now on 
the policy it should take toward the war, 
in its platform-and I hope in the voice 
of its candidate to be nominated in 
Miami-will not offer this Nation the 
fmitless task of trying to find a military 
solution to what is essentially a political, 
economic, and social problem In South-
east Asia. I cannot imagine our nominat-
ing a candidate who would offer the end-
less road of trying to find some sort of 
elusive m111tary victory or military solu-
tion to the problem. 
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I believe that today, with the Presi-
dent's clear-cut decision-which I ac-
cept in the seriousness and the earnest-
ness with which he made it last night 
before the Nation-rather than dwelling 
on the failures of the past, we all have 
, n opportunity and a responsibility to 
devise constructive solutions to the 
problems of the late sixties and the early 
seventies. 
I reiterate a suggestion I made on the 
floor of the Senate last month, that if 
in our present crisis Congress is unable 
to move forward with dispatch, it might 
serve the national interest if the Presi-
dent would appear before a joint ses-
sion of Congress to once again, in spe-
cific terms, sr nw the willingness of this 
admini~tration to reduce expenses, the 
wlllingnrss of this administration to 
recognize that the situation in Europe 
can be drastically altered by bringing 
back many of our European forces, and 
to show thl't we can reduce our balance-
of-payments problem by a sacrifice on 
the part of the Government in certain 
programs that it has undertaken. 
I hope Congress will move forward 
nov. with ~o:reat dispatch to find a way 
t<) give us fair housing legislation in 
this court~ry. I hope the Senate will 
move forward with the greatest possible 
dispatch to reduce expenses and to 
b1ing forth the tax increase that we 
kno A' 1s necessary to restore fiscal sanity 
to c u· fiscal and monetary policy. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 
Mr. PERCY. I yield. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr President, I am 
aelighted that the distinguished Senator 
from lllinois has raised that question; 
because. there again, the President laid 
it. •m the line last night, and he asked 
Congress to do something about reduc-
ing expenditures. reducing his budget, 
and granting a 10-percent surcharge tax. 
It is up to us now, because, as he indi-
cated indirectly, all he can do is propose. 
It is up to us to dispose. I hope we do it 
and take heed of his warning 
Mr. PERCY. I trust, also, that the ma-
jority leader would agree that this cer-
tainly is not the time to start putting ex-
traneous matters on his bili, to start 
loading it up at the time when we are 
trying to move ahead with a national 
policy, to have this bill the instrument 
for moving the foreign economic policy of 
this country back 30 years, by seeking to. 
limit the importation of goods and mer-
chandise flowing into this country, 
which will set us back through retalia-
tion abroad. 
Mr. MANSFIELD. I agree completely 
with the Senator, and I would hope that 
those matters could be considered on 
their own merits. 
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident I ask unanimous consent that I 
may proceed for 3 additional minutes. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 
:vir. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
dent, the action of President Lyndon 
.Johnson in taking himself out of con-
sidPration for reelection was an act of 
selfless devotion to duty. The President 
has clearly placed his own personal in-
trrests in a position of secondary im-
portance to the best interests of his 
country. I deeply regret that he will not 
be a candidate for reelection, but I salute 
him for his courage and for his pa- · 
triotism. 
Lyndon Johnson in my opinion, could 
have had the Democratic nomination for 
a second full term as President, if he 
had sought it. He has not bowed out for 
any fear that the prize might not be his. 
He has removed himself so that he may 
be free to use evecy means at his com-
mand, with any thought of self-interest 
put aside, to attain the objectives Amer-
ica has sought in this conflict and to 
bring an early and honorable peace, if 
that is possible. 
I honor him for the decision he has 
made, and I hope his fellow Ameiicans 
will recognize that in his announcement 
there is the stamp of greatness. It has 
been clear, from the moment he assumed 
the burdens of the Presidency in those 
dark days in November 1963, that Lyn-
don Johnson is a man in whom love of 
country is deeply ingrained. In a time 
when so many others seem to think pa-
triotism passe Lyndon Johnson has 
never hesitated to articulate his faith in 
America and his deep devotion to his 
country and to his country's responsibili-
ties wherever they might lie. 
The course he has chosen now in Viet-
nam-the cessation of bombing in most 
of the country-should resolve once and 
for all the question of whether or not 
there can be genuine hcpe for any mean-
ingful negotiation with the Communists. 
The President has offered Hanoi an hon-
orable way to bring an end to the hos-
tilities, while serving notice at the same 
time through the troop increase that the 
United States is acting from strength• 
and not from weakness. The President 
is wavering neither in his search for 
peace nor in his resolve to honor Amer-
ica's commitments to stop Communist 
aggression and to help preserve freedom 
in the world wherever there is a desire 
for it. 
President Johnson has pointed out to 
our people time and again that the 
Umted States is in Vietnam because 
three Presidents and three administra-
tions have believed that our presence 
there is fundamental both for the pres-
ervation of freedom in Southeast Asia 
and for the protection of the vital na-
tional interests of the United States. 
While some have denounced this course 
and his perseverence in it, he has un-
swervingly held to what he believes to be 
the right course. By his willingness to 
step out of the presidency, he has done 
all that any man could do for a cause 
that he believes is in the best interests 
of America. 
I hope that other nations will now 
redouble their efforts to bring peace to 
the world, and especially do I hope that 
the message of the President wUl be 
instrumental in exerting the Soviet 
Union to match his dedication to peace 
and thus hasten the day when Hanoi will 
move to the negotiating table. 
Lyndon Johnson, I believe, will be 
counted among America's great Presi-
dents. There is no doubt about his 
achievements on the domestic front. I 
have nt>t always agreed with all of his 
proposals, but there can be no question 
about the forward-looking nature of 
many of the programs he has proposed 
and has seen enacted. 
It Is my opinion that he may be equally 
well known in years to come for the far-
sightedness and the soundness of his 
appJOOach to the complex world problems 
that involve the Nation. To the solution 
of these problems he has now fully ad-
dressed himself in his final mon ths in 
office. 
From the moment I entered the U.S. 
Senate, Lyndon Johnson has been my 
friend, a fact in which I take great pride. 
I am honored to have served with him 
in its Cham he•·, and I am proud as I look 
back now that I supported him for the 
Presidency before the convention of 1960. 
When there have been differences be-
tween us they have usually been differ-
ences over methods and seldom disagree-
ments over objectives or goals. 
The unity of the American people now 
is of the utmost importance in the face 
of the external threat which Communist 
aggression poses for the whole free world . 
A nation dividrd as America has recently 
been divided by the more radical and 
reckless war d;ssenters cannot hope to 
prevail in its national purposes. Those 
who would divide and fragment America 
for their own ends have shaken our peo-
ple's belief in our Nation's purposes and 
their faith in themselves, and they have 
tarnished the image of the United States. 
The President himself has been the tar-
get of much of this abuse. 
Lyndon Johnson, recognizes that 
America's strength can come only from 
unity, and that the divisiveness that has 
been eating away at the national fabric 
can have only ruinous results. He has put 
this need for unity above everything else, 
even his own career. History, I believe, 
will accord him a high place indeed for 
his resolute determination to take all 
personal political considerations out of 
the conduct of the war and the efforts 
to bring peace. 
I regard Lyndon Johnson as a great 
American. I hope that his desire for 
world peace will be realized. 
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T '.70 FACES OF CRISIS 
I ask you to examine with me, tcday, the two faces of violence 
which confront the na.tion .. .. the c.gly busi:.tess ir... Vietnam and the ugly business 
in the nation's urban cente:::s. These issues are back-to -back on the coin of 
contemporary crisj.s, No matter what ou:l." personal pursuits , these issues 
involve us deeply. 
It does not take a. c::-ystal ball to oee that, as we 2.dvance ir.to this 
year, the outlook in eith~r C!!se is not very reaest:.ring. The t:-ends oi the war 
in Vietnam co~tinue to push us f'.4:!'ther i.n~o the moras3 o£ Southeast Asia.. By 
the same token, the fever of social discontent and the te=:-ror of random and 
runaway c:dme a:!'e unabated in many of the nation's cities. As the chill of winter 
gives way to sp1·ing and summer, a recrudescence of the violence wc.ich is 
inhe::."ent in this situation is to be expected. 
There is the prospect of more lawlessneos and rioting in the patte:::n 
of mid-1967. If violence of that kind occurs again, it will be suppressed aga.in . 
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The protection of the right of the citizen to be secure in his person is the first 
responsibility of governnent.-- federal, state, or local. Let there be no doubt, 
therefore, that the use of force will unleash the counterforce of constituted 
authority. 
Let there be no doubt either, however, as to the H··~itations of force 
in the kind of situation which plagued rr"any cities of the nation last summer. 
The right of the citizen to be secure has never been and can never be adequate-
ly protected by police power alone. Rather, it is a right which is best 
protected in anc: by a community which is right for all its citizens. 
The first responsibility of respc!1.sible governr.J.ent, therefore, is 
not the last. '!Thile it will be concerned with the i ;:_ med.iate protection of 
people and their property, a ::.oesponsible government will also be conce1.·ned 
with building the kind. of communities in which all people can live in personal 
decency and har•:1.onious dignity . It will be concerned with the adequacy and 
equity of the educational opportunities which are available to ail young people. 
It will be conce!'ned w ith the well-being of the unen1.ployed, the poor and the 
helpless. It will be concerned with the protection of the health of the corr_-
m unity. It will be concerned with playgrounds and parks and the wise guidance 
of young people when guidance is not otherwi.;e available to th er.> . 
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The responsibility for meeting these and other urgent needs of the 
cities obviously does not rest with t.l-}.e federal government alone. Every Am ericar 
eve-::y p r ivate association of Americans, every state and every municipal 
government, shares the rasponsibility. Indeed, I wish that rather than the 
federal govermnent, individuals ~ otate and local gove :cnments, and other institu-
tions of our society would take the great prepondera!lCe of the burden. Never-
theless, the inte:::ests of tee entire nation demand that the responsibility be met 
somewhere. To the exten·~ that it is not adequately 1net e l sewhere, it is going to 
be met by the federal government, 
The problem whish confronts us in ·che nation:s cities is the safety of 
the streets and it is la::-ger than the safety cf the st!"·~ets. The pl'oblem is c:rime 
and it is larger than crime. ':2he problem is cont rol of mobs and riot:5 and it i8 
larger than mobs and rior.s . J:n the l c:.st anal yois, the p:roblem is nothing lees 
than the transfonnati-::>n of those great centero of population which have becorn3 
places of ir..creasbg hostility to decer..:i: human habitation i:f not to human survival 
itself. 
The proble:m is vast and it is urgent, It involv es directly i\mericane 
who are gathering in inc:i:easing numbers in and around the urban centers of the 
nation. That is where m ost Americans are now domicile d. That is where most 
Americans now make their living. What is already the case today will be even 
more so tomorrow. 
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If the urban problem is complex in 1968, think of what it will be like a 
few yea~·s hence. The turn of the century is less than 33 years away and by the 
year 2000, it is expected that over 150 million pe rsonr; will have been added to the 
nation's present population of 200 million. Where else but in and around the citief 
will this great increase be lodged? Vvhat does this ir.c.mb.ent growth in numbers 
mean in tenns of urban tra!1Sportation, water supply, air supply, safe streets, 
public health, housing, recreation or whatever? 
I.t is readily apparent what it meanc . It means that there will be either 
a dynamic concentration of public leadership and great hurnan and material 
resources on the difficuHies of the urban are2..s or the::e wi~l be nat~onal disaster. 
I happen to come from a State with g:r.P.at ope n ~;?aces and a small 
population anu, hence, f~w of t.l-:le immed!..a:e Hb:: w~1.ich plagu.z the metropolitan 
centers. Yet, it would be short-sighted in the extreme to assu.r:::-;.e that any region 
in this country -- u::ban, suourba!l or ru:>:al -·· is in:.rr.une to the catasi:!'c phe 
which threatens in metropolhan areas. We o.re one nation. We are a ll in it 
together. In the end, if the bell tolls, it will not toll for the cities alone, or the 
suburbs alone, or for New York, Chicago, Det:':'oit or San Francisco alone. In tl:e 
end, it will toll for all of us. 
The pressing need is for a well-:!.'ounded national prog1·am which, when 
coupled with the initiatives and efforts of the cities and states and private as-
sociations, will be adequate to rneet t..l-J.e explosive situation ~n the urban areas. 
A beginning has been made ur.de r the Kennedy-Johnson Administrations. In the 
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last two Congresses a substantial legislative base has been laid. Like all 
beginnings, it has its flaws, inadequacies and excesses. Nevertheless, the be-
ginning is significa11t, 
Speaking :n all fra.nl<-..ness for the Senate, I want to say that Republicans 
as well as Democ:!:'c..!:s share in this achievement. Under the leadership of 
Senator Eve1·ett Dirksen, Republican Senators along with Democrats, have ap-
proached the problem with a minimum of partisanship anci. a deep sense of 
national responsibility. Not a few of the measures which have passed ewe their 
enac tr:1ent to the coope:rative votes of Republican Senators. 
I regret to say that, while we have made a beginning, the problem cf 
the fallow-·through has been dif£1cult. No matter hovJ m"'..lch we have tried to 
avoid it, the Vietnanese conflict has brought abcut a dive:rGion of initiative, 
ene::gy and public atte!lticn, not to upeak of funds, f:ror,-1 the p1·eGsing p!"obl5ms 
o~ L'le cities. The President has t:ried to dsa.l wi'i:h t!:e conflicting de:nands on the 
nation 1 s will and resources by pinpointing 6.o3e fede1·al programs which will 
have maxirr.un1 impact on the urban problem at minimum cost. 
The President's "Safe Streets and Crime Control" p .roposa.l gives 
emphasis to the needs of local law e~'lforcement and rehabilitation; its enactment 
will stimulate localities thraughout the nation to strengthen a.nd to improve 
police departments and to modernize their technologies. May I say that, in my 
judgment, it is high tir.ne that this effort ia to be made. All too often, the police 
are inadequately equipped and supported by their communities. All toe often, 
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they are made the scapegoats for situations for which they have no responsibility. 
All too often, the stereotyped cry of "police brutality" goes up as a cloak for 
irresponsible hostility towards the police or simply because there is no one else 
handy to blame. All too often, the police must take great personal risks and 
perform onerous tasks without adequate training and under working conditions 
and at rates of pay which border on the disgraceful. A change in that state of 
affairs is an essential part of a change for the better in the environment of the 
cities and the President's proposal on safe sh·eets and crime control is designed 
to help bring about the change. 
Vlhat need.s to be done in the nation's cities will not come cheap. The 
over-all program set forth by the President is costly. So, too, however, is the 
cost of inertia, neglect, and indifference. What, for example, is the price of the 
burned out cities of the summer of 1967? 'Nhat is the m onetary value of the 
property which was damaged or destroyed? "!hat of the lives, many innocent, 
which were forfeit? And what of the residue of racial suspicion, hostility, and 
hate which remains after the nightr.-1ares of Newark, Detroit, and a dozen other 
places? 
Compare, too, the two Qr three billions especially ean-..1.arke d for the 
urgent needs of America's cities with the cost of the war in Vietnam which now 
claims around $30 billion a year out of the federal budget. That brings me to 
the other face of violence which confronts the nation -- to Vietnam. I wish that 
I could tell you that the problem of Vietnam was on the way to s o lution. The fact 
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is, however, that the trend of the war is still upward, still expansive. It is 
true that there has been a spate of ~~umors in recent weeks on the possibility of 
peace talks. It is to '.Je hoped that they will lead to some tangible result. I know 
that the Pres ident wishes that they might lead to tangible reeult3. I would be 
less than frank, h o wever, if 1 did not say that as yet, there are no clear indica-
tions of tangible res ults . 
In the meantime~ the conflict continues to edge upward, in the pattern 
of recent years . What was, less th<?..n thre e y ea:rs a go, a. war among Vietnamese, 
has grown into what is basically a war betv.1e en the United States, in concert with 
allies, aga inst Vietnam ese. 
A s late as May 1965, the re were only 45,000 U. S. troops in Vietnam. 
By the end o£ 1966, the num.b€:1:' had risen to 400,000. It is around 510,000 today 
and the total is scheduled to go to 5 25,000 by m i d-1968. That figure will be ex-
ceeded. These figu:!:'e;s do n et include the U.S , military establishmer..t of many 
thousands in Thailand. No:r- do the y include the vast naval and air-support forces 
for Vietnam which are posted in bases throughout the Pacific, from Honolulu 
westward. 
As the depth of cur involvement has gxown, so, too has th e extent,d£ our 
casualties. In mid-1965, the South Vietnames e allies suffered eight combat 
deaths for every Americar. ~<.:il1ed in action. In 1966, the ratio had changed to two 
South Vietnam ese k ille d L"'l action for ea<.;h Americ2.:1 , Last year, A1neric a n 
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combat deaths were on a par with our South Vietnamese allies, and this year, 
to date, ahead cf. our allies. 
Over-all1 the figure for U.S. dead now stands at more than 20,000 
and the total of all U.S. casualties, including wounded is over !40,000. For 
all of the Korean War, the comparable figure was 136,893. That figure, more-
over, was reached only after the conflict had pitted our forces not only against 
the North Koreans but aloo against great nu:..nbers of Cni:c1ese in Korea. In 
Vietnam, by contrast, ne-t oniy have the Chinese not be~~'l directly engaged, even 
the regular North Vj.etnamese armies under Gene!'al Giap have T!.Ot beer.. fully 
engaged agai:lst us in South Vietnam. 
The cost of the war in doljars ha.s coG ~ ~)~.gh. Ea.~·l-t in 1966, with 
235,000 American troops stationed in Vietncl.m, the generally estimated annual 
expenditure for military operado::ls was $13 billion, Towards the end of 1967 
with upwards of 450,00::> Ame:dcan troops present, howeve!', the annual rate of 
expenditures wCJ.s calculated at $21 biEion. Today, wi!:h 510,000 American 
combat pe-rsonnel engaged, the monthly rate of e:x:pe:1diture could be about 
$2. 5 billion. 
The vast spending in Vietnam has raised the budget of the Defense 
Department to over $70 billion, a figure which repr ese:.1ts more than 60 per 
cent of all federal expe.ndi~ures. The sp€Jn·3.~ng for the war not only lies at the 
root of the federal budgetary difficulties, it also has been a major inflatiOI').ary 
force in the nation's economy and has had a most adve::..·se effect on the nation's 
international financial position, The President's requests fo1· curbs on £o::.- e ign 
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travel anJ investment, for example, would appear largely a.ttl·ibutable to the 
war in Vietnam. 
For the present, nevertheless, there is no alternative to the continuance 
of vast expenditures for military operations in Vietnam. As long as the policies 
of this nation require young Americans to risk their lives in that distant land, 
financial considerations will remain seconda::>:'y. YTe can and we will do what 
::.:mst be d~ne to meet the costs of those policies. 
I have pointed out that the solution of the problem of American d.ties 
lies in a deepening public commitment. The solub.~n of the p2·oblem of Vietnam 
may well involve, in 1·ny judgment, the avoidance of 2. deepenir,g of a:1 already 
great commitment. To er.d the violence, ac tual and inci pient, in our cities, we 
need to rn obilize our resolve and O".ll' resources -- federal, state, local and 
private ~-as one n a Ho:1 a nd one p e ople. By con.traot, the first ste p in ending 
the violence in Viei:nan-:t may well be the exercise of great restra:nt to keep 
from ge t~i:r..g m ore deeply involved, not only in Victr..am but throughout Southeast 
Asia. 
It is for that r e ason that I h ave joined Senator Coope r of K entucky 
in urging that the use of aerial bom bardment be pinpointed to the support of our 
forces in South Vietnam to the 17th parallel and the entry points of the infiltra -
tion routes which lead fro r:'l North Vietnam . That is not the kind of aerial a nd 
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and naval bon1barC:.ment which heretofore has been carried on against North 
Vietnam. Heretofore the bombing has been extended throughout Vietnam to 
within five seconds, or less, of the Chinese borders and our planes have even 
been brought down inside Chinese territory. Nevertheless, the massive bomb-
ing campaign against North Vietnar ... 1. has not accor~1.plished either its military 
objective of reducing the infiltration or its political obj..::ctives of bringing North 
Vietnam to the conference table. It has been morally catastroph~c and as it has 
spread and intensified, i!: has generated the 1·i.sk of addit:.onal U.S. involveme!it. 
I believe that the interests of the United States require that the war 
be restrained rather than enlarged. 
I am frank to say that I do not know how, 'iJher:. o-r in what circumstance 
an honorable solution will be found to the conflict in Vietnam. I am persuade-:1, 
however, that it is r.ot goi:r..g to Le found in c1o::e aeria.l bombardment of North 
Vietnam. ':! e have already dropped more t~1an 100 pour..ds of explosives for 
every inhabitant of Vietnar .. 1, north and s ou!:h. The total tonnage which has 
fallen to -:late on that primil:ive land is greater than that u3ed by the Umted 
States in the European theater throughout all of VI orld ~:"f ar II and th :;:- ee times 
that in the entire Pacific theate:;.·. 
If an answer to V~etnam is not going to be found in the bombing of the 
North, I am persuaded, too, that it will not be found by extending the war even 
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further afield, whether into Cambodia, Laos or North Vietnan:1, not to speak of 
China. In short, I do not believe that the restoration of a rational peace in this 
tragic situation lies along the road of ever-widening war. 
After a visit to Vietnam in 1965, with several Senate colleagues, we 
stated the view that the milita:-:y problem which confronted. the nation was ••not 
one of applying increased U.S. pressure to a defined military situation, but 
rather of pressing against a m ilitary situation ·.vhich ie, in effect, open ended.." 
Two years late:r, that is etill the problem. The logical cor.::.equence of 
greater Arnerican involverD.ent is still greate:- ArDerican involvement. At some 
point in this process, if it contir.ues, the eccala.tor may well go out of cont1·oL 
The war could then spread throughout the Asian. mainland and push headlong 
towards a catast:rophic world conflict. 
Neither our national interesto nor the interests of international peace 
and order are served by permitting otu·s elves to be drawr1 by the actions of other. 
ever deeper into Southeast Asia. It ought to be frn us -- not for others -- to 
decide hew far we will go and when we will stop going fur.tner. In z:1.y judgment, 
if there is a fi!·st step out of the dileLln: a of Vietnar:1, it ~.s to forego further 
involvement. ~i! e need to limit our participation in this conflict to South Vietnam 
'.'le need to restore the emphasis of the struggle to what it was in the first place 
a conflict of Vietnar.nese with Vietnan: ese, to be resolved primarily by 
Vietnamese in accordance with the concepts of the Geneva agreements. 
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That is why negotiations must be sought by this nation. They must be 
sought not in deference to those who are hostile to us but, in all good sense, in 
our own national interests an.i in the interests of the Vietnam.ese pP.ople, north 
and south, who have suffe1·ed, along with us, most cruelly. Finally, we owe a 
continuing effo:;.·t for peace to the world because a conflict of this kind is not 
circumscribed and contains the seeds of world conflict. 
It was for that reason, m ay I say, that I introduced a resolution in the 
Senate some c:1onths ago ask~.ng that a for~nal initiative be undertaken by our 
governiT'ent in the United Nations Secuxity Council in an effort to bring about 
negotiations either in that forum or at c. Geneva Conference, or in any other 
appropriate aet:ting. Eighty-two Senators vvted for that resolution and none op-
posed it. I regret that circur.-.stances have apparently not permitted the taking of 
the initiative which was urged by that :;:~s elution. I regret that, for whatever 
reasons, many weeks have gone by and the U.N., in the sense of taking formal 
a.ction under the Charter, continues as it has since the outset, to remain oblivious 
to the breal~down of peace in Vietnam . 
In uy judgment, it is long past due for nations to stand up and be counted 
on the question of peace in Vietnam. I see no reason why a confrontation of the 
United .:itates, North Vietnam, the Soviet Union, China, the NLF, and all others 
directly or indirectly involved in Vietnam, which will r.-1ake clear to the world who 
is prepared to negotiate a solution to the Vie.tnamese problem and who is not, 
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cannot initially occur in the United Nations Security ::ouncil. There is precedent 
for inviting non-members of the U.N. and even non-nations to meet for discussi01 
before that body. 
As it is, each day that goes by will see a further strain on the few 
restraints which remain in this ba:::-barous war. On the basis of past experience, 
each day that goes by without a cease-fire is likely to see over twenty ArDericans 
killed and over one hundred and twenty-five wounded, plus a like number of 
South Vietnan.J.ese soldiers, not to speak of the enerny casualties and the countless 
civilians caught in the cross-fires of war. 
An at hor.-"e in the crisis in our cities, we have an obligation to our-
selves and to our children to face up to the situation. 'iv e have an obligation to 
leave no stone unturned, no avenue unexplored, no effort unmade in seeking a 
negotiated end to this long r..ight of violence in which we find ourselves, ten 
tho us and miles £ ror..-:~ hom.e. 
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